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Workforce Engagement:

How Do You Engage Your Workforce for Retention 
and High Performance?

Disclosure of Relevant
Financial Relationships

• The following faculty of this continuing 
education activity has no relevant financial 
relationships with commercial interests to 
disclose:
– Al Faber
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Faculty
• Al Faber

President and CEO, Baldrige Foundation

Learning Objectives

• Determine the key drivers of workforce engagement and 
understand how to assess it in your organization.

• Discover how to foster an organizational culture that is 
characterized by high performance, patient safety and an 
engaged workforce.
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Agenda
• Key drivers of workforce engagement.
• Assessing your workforce.
• Organizational culture:

• High performing
• Patient safety focus
• Everyone is engaged

Screenshot
2/13/2023
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In a recent article “The Perfect Storm of Staffing Shortages” in the 
Winter 2022 edition of Arkansas Hospitals magazine, “Data from 
several recently published studies suggest that the nursing shortage is 
projected to intensify in the next 18 months, with one-third of nurses 
planning to leave their jobs by the end of 2022. While pay and benefits 
are cited as two of the conditions leading to this exodus, the reasons 
nurses cite for leaving are burnout and continually working in extremely 
high-stress environments. Projections indicate these aggravations will 
only be exacerbated as shortages stress health care staff who choose 
to remain.”
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The Baldrige Framework
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The Role of Core Values and Concepts
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WORKFORCE ENGAGEMENT 

The extent of workforce members’ emotional and intellectual 
commitment to accomplishing your organization’s work, mission, and 
vision. 

Organizations with high levels of workforce engagement are often 
characterized by high-performance work environments in which 
people are motivated to do their utmost for their patients’ and other 
customers’ benefit and the organization’s success. 

Workforce engagement also depends on building and sustaining 
relationships between your administrative/operational leadership and 
independent practitioners.
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Characteristics of an Engaged Workforce:

• Find personal meaning and motivation in their work.
• Receive interpersonal and workplace support. 
• Trusting relationships. 
• A safe and cooperative environment. 
• Good communication and information flow. 
• Empowerment. 
• Accountability for performance. 
• Training and career development.
• Effective recognition and reward systems. 
• Equal opportunity and fair treatment. 
• Family- friendliness. 
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Category 5 WORKFORCE
5.2 Workforce Engagement 5.2c(2) How does your learning and

development system support the
personal development of workforce
members and your organization’s needs?

1.1c(1) Creating and Environment for
Success. How do senior leaders create an
environment for success now and in the
future?

How do they cultivate organizational agility
and resilience, accountability, organizational
and individual learning, innovation, and
intelligent risk taking; and participate in
succession planning and the development of
future organizational leaders?

A. Nature of Relationship
Senior leaders are responsible for motivating the workforce, which may require training and 
development systems and reinforcing learning on the job, succession and career development.  
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Category 5 WORKFORCE
5.2 Workforce Engagement

5.2c(2) To support organizational needs and the
personal development of workforce members, AHWM
conducts an annual fact-based assessment that
includes an education and training survey and
analysis of the following inputs:

• Gallup engagement survey data

• Associate performance evaluation trends from

HealthStream Performance Center

• LEM trends (for leaders)

• Leadership interviews

• Course evaluations

• Associate and physician forums

• Incident reports

• Clinical outcome trends

AHWM utilizes HealthStream Learning
Center for accomplishing elective, as well
as required learning opportunities. AHWM
also uses FlexEd, a Los Angeles based
collaborative that offers educational onsite
learning opportunities in and around LA,
helping associates complete educational
needs outside the hospital’s campus.
Each associate’s performance evaluation
includes an annual assessment of
learning opportunities. Leader
opportunities are identified as part of the
Leadership Evaluation Manager (LEM)
process.

Adventist Health White Memorial
2019 Malcolm Baldrige National Award Recipient

16GBMC HealthCare , 2020 Baldrige Award Application Summary. 
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GBMC Healthcare  (Greater Baltimore Medical Center)

The fourth goal (aim) of 2020 Baldrige Award recipient GBMC HealthCare 
System (GBMC) is “More Joy” for those providing care.

To support those providing care, as well as workforce members 
supporting the clinicians, GBMC identified and validated key engagement 
drivers:

• Nursing: meaningful work, safe work environment, a good place to 
work

• Physicians: high-quality, safe care; a good place to practice
• Administrative/support staff: meaningful work, a good place to work
• Volunteers: high-quality, safe care; a good place to practice

GBMC HealthCare , 2020 Baldrige Award Application Summary. 

What are some ways GMBC focuses on those drivers?

Through Lean Daily Management rounding, safety for both patients and workforce members is 
addressed directly, leading to the organization being honored with the National Patient Safety and 
Innovation Award from the American Society of Healthcare Risk Managers. Reporting of issues 
through a Safety Event Reporting System is encouraged. In addition, all registered nurses entering
their first nursing job participate in a year-long residency program to train them in evidence-based 
communication methods to strengthen the safety culture.

To support its staff, GBMC employs various tactics, including cross-training in clinical areas, 
succession planning for key positions, use of temporary personnel in periods of significant demand, 
use of volunteers in appropriate areas and hiring only when a long-term need is validated. Career 
development is managed through leadership mentoring, clinical ladders, and a Professional 
Excellence Model. 
Senior leaders place specific focus on mentoring young leaders. Each year, senior leaders identify 
and evaluate current and future leaders using Korn Ferry Leadership™ competencies, which have 
been tailored to each position.
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What are some ways GMBC focuses on those drivers? (con’t)

Benefits and policies are supported with a systematic, seven-step benefits process, 
which begins with a review of workforce needs, affordability, sustainability, and the 
competitive marketplace. For example, in response to feedback, GBMC redesigned
its core employee health plan 
to include 100% coverage 
(no coinsurance or deductible) 
for care received from its 
GBMC network of providers.

Figure 7.3-18 Employee Engagement: "My work is meaningful" from GBMC HealthCare 
2020 Baldrige Award Application Summary. Credit: GBMC HealthCare System

Wellstar Paulding Hospital

Wellstar Paulding Hospital 2020 Baldrige Award Recipient in Health Care 

At 2020 Baldrige Award recipient Wellstar Paulding Hospital (WPH), senior 
leaders round on team members on a daily basis to ask a standard set of 
engagement questions. Each leader uses a data analytics tool that provides 
him/her with the ability to look at engagement differences by shift, status, 
and workforce segment.

Key workforce drivers identified through an annual survey follow:

Employees: Trust, Respect, Fairness, Pride, and Camaraderie
Physicians: Trust, Respect, Fairness, Pride, and Camaraderie
Volunteers: Pride, Contribution, Teamwork

Wellstar Paulding Hospital's 2020 Baldrige Award Application Summary.
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What are some ways that the organization focuses on those drivers?

Each engagement driver is assigned a Trust Score and measured using 
the Great Places to Work survey; in total, six dimensions of engagement 
are measured using 63 questions as part of the survey.

WPH invests in new team members with career development and 
progression opportunities. In addition to unit, department, and facility 
recognition efforts, programs such as Thank You Cards, Shining Star, 
Leadership Attribute Recognition, Winners of Wellstar, Service Awards 
Banquet, Nursing Excellence Awards, and Healthcare Week honor 
performance.

A Wellbeing 365 program consists of four distinct components (health, 
finances, career, and work-life) of tailored and individualized offerings to 
meet the needs of all workforce segments. In addition, concierge services 
provide a variety of services to encourage work-life balance, such as dry 
cleaning, grocery shopping, oil changes, and even planning events such 
as birthday parties. In 
addition, team members 
can get up to 80 hours a year 
of back-up care for their children 
or adult parents. During the 
COVID-19 pandemic, WPH
also provided an in-house 
marketplace that allowed team 
members to order groceries 
and other household items, 
helping to balance the demands 
of the unprecedented time.

Wellstar Paulding Hospital graphic showing camaraderie score
Figure F7.3-22 Camaraderie Trust Score (ETM, PTM, GPTW: Al; Groups) from 
Wellstar Paulding Hospital's 2020 Baldrige Award Application Summary.
Credit: Wellstar Paulding Hospital
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With a shared focus on care that “enhances the lives of our neighbors” and 
assurance that there is “appropriate nurse staffing to safely care for our 
patients,” WPH keeps recruitment top of mind to meet organizational 
capacity needs due to yearly increases in patient numbers. Recruitment 
approaches include partnering with the parent health system, providing 
additional training/education, and reprioritizing current resources.
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5.2b Organizational Culture

We foster an organizational culture that is characterized by open communication, high performance 
patient safety and engaged WF through our EOS. The epicenter of our culture is our Vision Phrase. 
Our culture is reinforced through a visible and engaged leadership, transparent communication, 
teamwork, and the empowerment of our employees. It starts at the top: our CEO personally 
reinforces the MVV at the very frst encounter (orientation) and for every WF member in every 
communication forum (ongoing). John never gets tired of showing a picture of his daughter and 
asking, “What would you want if it were your daughter?” He explains that you would want the Best 
Health (outcomes), the Best Care (experience), with the Least Waste (efficiency), and the Most Joy 
(meaningful work) by those providing the care for your loved one (our FA).

Our culture goes beyond systematic processes. SL know that a pivotal component of WF
engagement needed to achieve our Vision, can be done by providing opportunities for More Joy. SL 
creates diverse opportunities for WF fellowship to ‘play’ together through fun competition, such as 
karaoke (John himself) and hula hoop contests enhancing a social connectedness (AOS). 

5.2b Organizational Culture

A new program was created during National Nurses Week, GBMC recognizes its nurses in a
truly grand way: our Art of Nursing event. This "red carpet“ celebration is an opportunity to trade 
scrubs for cocktail attire. GBMC employees throughout the system nominate their nursing colleagues 
in seven categories: Diversity in Nursing, Clinical Assistant Support, Evidence-Based Practice, 
Nurse Leader, Patient- and Family-Centered Care, Nursing Graduate and Nurse Clinician of the 
Year.

To promote high performance and patient safety, we use the Just Culture algorithm and the James 
Reason’s Swiss Cheese model (AOS) for analyzing incidents and sharing learning throughout the 
organization. Our Great Save Wednesday and Patient Safety Stories are shared widely. To reinforce 
our Values of Teamwork and Excellence, each clinical or practice manager has a physician partner. 
These dyad leaders meet monthly with the CMO and CNO to foster open communication, which
supports patient safety and empowerment of the WF. 
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The Intersection of
Culture & Process
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Putting it all together
An organization’s success depends on an engaged workforce that benefits from meaningful work, 
clear organizational  direction, the opportunity to learn, and accountability for performance. That 
workforce must also have a safe, trusting, and cooperative environment. The successful 
organization has a culture of equity and inclusion that capitalizes on the diverse backgrounds and 
characteristics, knowledge, skills, creativity, and motivation of its workforce, partners, collaborators, 
and patients. Identifying key drivers of workforce engagement requires a collaborative 
process that must be assessed and learned from.

Your patients and other customers are the ultimate judges of your performance and the quality of 
your health care services. Thus, your organization must consider all features and characteristics of 
patient care delivery (including those not directly related to safety, medical, clinical, and health 
services), all modes of customer access and support, and all organizational values and behaviors 
that contribute value to your patients and other customers. Such behavior leads to patient 
acquisition, satisfaction, preference, trust, and loyalty; positive referrals; and, ultimately, your 
organization’s ongoing success. Patient-focused excellence has both current and future 
components that are culture driven: understanding the desires of patients and other 
customers today and anticipating future desires and health care marketplace potential.

Questions?Questions?
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Faculty Biography/Contact Info
On July 14th, 2014, Al Faber was named President and CEO of the Baldrige Foundation.  The 
Mission of the Baldrige Foundation is to ensure the long-term financial growth and viability of the 
Baldrige Performance Excellence Program, and to support organizational performance excellence 
in the United States and throughout the world.  Prior to that, Al served in federal & state 
government culminating in executive positions and leading more than 11,500 employees, with 65 
major facilities, a 250-million-dollar operating budget and real property exceeding 2.1 billion 
dollars.  

Al graduated Summa Cum Laude with a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Management from Capital 
University, Columbus, OH; and holds a Master of Arts Degree in International Relations from Salve 
Regina University, Newport, RI. He was also a National Security Fellow at the J.F.K. School of 
Government, Harvard University, and is a graduate of the U.S. Army War College and the U.S. 
Naval War College. During his military career Colonel Faber served as a Senior Army Aviator and 
Instructor Pilot, flying attack, reconnaissance, and transport helicopters. He commanded units at 
the company, battalion and brigade levels.  Al serves on several Boards of Directors including 
CAHME, the Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Management Education.  He is a 
member of the American Society for Quality (ASQ), American Mensa, numerous conservation 
organizations, and is active in his church.

afaber@baldrigefoundation.org (202) 559-9195
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Evaluate This Session
• Download the ACHE 

365 mobile app
• Select Congress
• Go to My Schedule
• Find your session and 

click arrow at right
• Click Evaluate 

Session icon
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